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SHEUNG SHUI TO LOK MA CHAU SPUR LINE 
 

Environmental Committee 
 

Minutes of Meeting No. 21 held at 2:30pm 
On Wednesday, 13 July 2011, 

at Room 709, 8/F, MTR Headquarters Building. 
 
Present: 

Mr. Bena Smith WWF Hong Kong Member (NGO) 

Ms. Karen Barretto Friends of the Earth (Hong Kong) Member (NGO) 

Dr. Ng Cho-nam The University of Hong Kong Member (NGO) 

Mr. Michael Kilburn The Hong Kong Bird Watching Society Member (NGO) 

Dr. Michael Leven Ecological Consultant Member (consultant) 

Ms. Shirley Lam Ecological Consultant Member (consultant) 

Dr. Chan Kam-foon Environmental Engineering Manager Member (MTR) 

Ms. Catherine Leung Manager - Environmental Engineering Member (MTR) 

Mr. Peter Choi Environmental Engineer  Member (MTR) 

   

Absent with apology: 
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 Action By 

1. Welcomed Members to the No. 21 EC meeting. 

 

Item 1 -    Confirmation of minutes of Meeting No. 20 

2. There were no comments on the minutes of Meeting No. 20 and the minutes 

were confirmed. 

 

Noted 

 

Item 2 -    Ecological Enhancement Works and Monitoring  

                - an Update on Management Works and Look Ahead 

3. A Member (consultant) reported on the ecological monitoring and 

management work undertaken between January and June 2011 at the 

LMC EEA (detailed in Annex A). It was noted that: 

 All management activities comprised routine management practices 
such as vegetation management, including grass cutting, weeding, 

and other micro-habitat management practices, pond drain down, 

fish stocking, and pest control. 

 It was noted that the LMC EEA successfully attracted several bird 
species of conservation importance to breed on-site, which included 

two bird target species, i.e. Greater Painted-snipe, Black-winged 

Stilt, and White-shouldered Starling. Two Pheasant-tailed Jacanas 

were recorded on-site as well, including one in full breeding plumage 

(all previous records of the species were of non-breeding plumaged 
birds). It was agreed that current effort in attracting the species to 

breed on-site is to be continued.  

 A Member (NGO) expressed concern over the possibility of ‘by-catch’ 
from the dog cage (such as Greater Coucal and mongoose). A 
Member (consultant) confirmed that no other faunal species had ever 

been caught in the cage. A Member (NGO) further commented that a 

comparison of the dogs trapped using the dog cage and by the dog 

team (outside of the trap) might be useful in evaluating the 

effectiveness of the dog cage at LMC. It was agreed that such data 

would be presented in the next EC meeting. 

 A Member (NGO) noted that the two leopard cats on the presentation 
material were obviously from two individuals. A Member (consultant) 

agreed the number of individual leopard cats should be identifiable 

from photo database and would report back to the EC in the next 

meeting. 

 A Member (consultant) reported that the Nymphaea pond was heavily 

infested by Apple Snail. Further actions to eliminate the pest from 
this pond would be undertaken in the early dry season, such as 

adjusting the pond pH to outside of the pH tolerance of Apple Snail. 
A Member (NGO) commented that Nymphaea pond was a valuable 

habitat and more drastic actions to resolve the Apple Snail issue 

would be justified.  

 Regarding control of Nelumbo, A Member (consultant) noted that 

some of the herbicides are found to be highly toxic to aquatic 

animals and would follow-up with Mai Po staff on the use of 

 

 

Noted 
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herbicide. A Member (NGO) noted that a system should be in place to 

ensure that the contractor would not just use anything available on-

site. 

 A Member (NGO) noted that the tables showing the progression of 

the wetland performance in terms of attracting target species would 

be a very good reference material and should be written up. 

 A Member (NGO) suggested the use of small mammal traps to 

supplement the use of infra-red cameras for surveying site 

utilization by mammals. 

 A Member (NGO) noted the trend of general decline in Paddy Frogs. A 
Member (consultant) agreed that there seemed to be a decreasing 

trend and would look into possible causes with the completion of 

data collection from this year’s wet season. 

 EC members expressed an interest in reviewing the data across 
years for reptile and mammal species. It was agreed that these 

would be presented in the next EC meeting. 

 A general concern on the dragonfly species target levels was raised. 
A Member (consultant) explained that there were no numerical target 

levels for faunal groups other than birds. Effectiveness of the site in 

providing habitats for these non-bird faunal groups was based 

largely on a comparison with the Control Areas qualitatively. The 
results of these will be presented in the 5-yearly Review of the 
HCMP, which is due this year.  A Member (NGO) commented on the 

new dragonfly record for the LMC EEA (i.e. Orange-tailed Midget). 

The species is a common and widespread species in the Deep Bay 
Area; however, it is easily confusable with Wandering Midget. A 

Member (consultant) agreed to discuss species identification method 

with the dragonfly surveyor. A Member (NGO) also queried the 
absence of Evening Skimmer in the record this year. A Member 
(consultant) reported that the surveying time of dragonfly surveys 

generally cover late afternoon and the species should have been 

recorded if it was present on-site. 

[Post-meeting note: species identification has been confirmed. It is 
concluded that both midget species occur at LMC. Due to identification 
difficulty (primarily based on trapping of specimen and checking 

under the microscope), future records will be noted as Midget sp.] 

 A Member (NGO) noted that one of the bird target species, Japanese 

Yellow Bunting, was never observed on-site or at the Control Areas. 
Discussion on revision of the target list was raised. A Member 
(consultant) explained that such discussion was previously raised 

with the Government but there was a general reluctance to changing 
target list as this might provide a way out for developers who were 
not genuine in managing the site for target species. A Member (NGO) 

further suggested broadcasting Brassica seed to attract the species. 

 Concerning two of the target species for which meeting of target 
levels have been a constant issue (i.e. Little Egret and Chinese Pond 
Herons); A Member (consultant) proposed the use decoys and tape to 

attract them in establishing an egretry at the island between Pond 2. 

Members welcomed the proposal.  
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4. A Member (MTR) reported that the funding of the site boundary fence was 

being reviewed. It was anticipated that the fence would be completed by the 

end of October 2011.  

[Post-meeting note: The funding for the fence has been approved; the proposal 
to construct a fence along the site boundary is being reviewed by the Lands 
Department. An approval from the Department is anticipated within the next 
few weeks. Due to the delay in the programme, the fence will be built in 
phases, with the first section being around Pond 2, which abuts adjoining 
fishponds. Other sections of the fence are expected to be completed in the 

next wet season.] 

Noted 

 

5. Concerning the 5-yearly Review, it was agreed that the conservation value 

of the site should be highlighted in light of the findings from the past 5 

years. Other items to be detailed include potential conflicts in the 
management measures for different target species and evaluation of 

management priorities in light of the conservation status of the species 

involved and the habitat value in a local and regional context. 

Noted 

 

 

6. Members expressed concern over their role in the 5-yearly Review process, 

and also concerned if the document will be made a public document. It was 

agreed that the reporting process (i.e. the Environmental Committee) of the 
LMC EEA was one of the best globally and the 5-yearly Review document 

would be a valuable resource for similar projects locally.  

Noted 

 

7. A Member (NGO) queried on the success of the animal crossing constructed 

near Tun Yue Road. A Member (MTR) noted that the animal crossing is the 

requirement for the LMC Road and Public Interchange EP which is 

responsible for Highways Department.  

Noted 

8. A Member (NGO) reported that a new Otter holt was built in Mai Po. The 

design differs that from the design at LMC EEA. The effectiveness of this 

new design will be evaluated at a later stage.  

Noted 

9. A Member (NGO) queries if there would be a 5-yearly Review of the Clean-up 

Reedbed. A Member (MTR) responded that no such review was required for 

the reedbed as it was a wastewater treatment facility. 

Noted 

Item 3 -     Any Other Business 

10. None were identified. 

 

Noted 

Item 4 -     Date of Next Meeting 

11. The date of the next meeting is to be advised. 

 

Noted 

 

 












